ORALITE® Hazard Warning Tapes

ORALITE® Hazard Warning Tape is your ideal marking solution, with a full product line available for all types of marking requirements.

With the new ORALITE® 5091INDAS Hazard Warning Tape effective and durable floor markings can be easily applied to all areas where e.g. social distancing is required. The pre-printed hazard warning stripes provide quick recognition that action is required.

Product features:
- Two reflective grades: High intensity grade and commercial grade
- Two non-reflective grades: Standard marking tape and floor marking tape (NEW)
- Compliance to DIN 4844 and (ORALITE® 5091INDAS only) DIN EN 13501-1
- Colour range: Black / Yellow and Red / White
- Roll sizes*: 50 mm x 25 m, 100 mm x 25 m and 600 mm x 50 m

*) Please contact ORAFOL should you have special adhesive or roll width requirements

To find out more information visit www.orafol.com or email reflective.solutions@orafol.de if you have any questions.
Reflective Hazard Warning Tapes

**ORALITE® 5831IND**

**High Intensity Grade**

The perfect tape for hazard warning markings, where a high degree of reflectivity is needed.

**Product benefits include:**
- Flexible reflective film
- Surface of modified acrylic film
- Weather proof
- Compliant to DIN 4844
- Class RA2, design B
- Available in black / yellow and red / white
- Roll sizes 50 mm x 25 m, and 100 mm x 25 m

**ORALITE® 5431IND**

**Commercial Grade**

If a lower degree of reflectivity is enough for your marking purposes, the Commercial Grade is the ideal solution.

**Product benefits include:**
- Highly flexible reflective film
- Surface of cast PVC copolymer
- Weather proof
- Compliant to DIN 4844
- Class RA1, design A
- Available in black / yellow and red / white
- Roll sizes 50 mm x 25 m, and 100 mm x 25 m

Non-Reflective Hazard Warning Tapes

**ORALITE® 5071IND**

**Product benefits include:**
- Available in black / yellow and red / white
- Compliant to DIN 4844
- Roll sizes 50 mm x 25 m, and 100 mm x 25 m

**ORALITE® 5091INDAS**

**Product benefits include:**
- Non-reflective tape with anti-slip properties for short-term floor graphics
- Permanent bonding but removable with the help of heat
- For indoor application
- Has the capability to perform on outdoor surfaces (subject to following all application instructions – test and approval recommended)
- DIN EN 13501-1

Colour Guide for Hazard Warning Tapes

**Black / Yellow:**
The black / yellow marking tapes are used for marking of fixed objects. Examples could be sharp edges on fixed production equipment, staircase markings, markings around doors etc.

**Red / White:**
The red / white marking tapes are used for marking of objects which are movable around the plant. Examples include fork lifts and moveable waste containers etc.